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Technology Projects
January 1, 2014 – March 31, 2014
TECHNOLOGY AND INSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENT MODERNIZATION
Technology and Instructional Equipment Modernization

Technology Advisory Committee (TAC) Recommended:

- 48 projects for $150K
  - A server for the dental lab ($1.8K)
  - A service to convert 300,000 archived transcripts ($7.5K)
  - Computer and RAID disk system for Fine Arts ($4.8K)
  - Data projector & document camera for Fine Arts ($3.2K)
  - Professional services for alumni conversion and reports ($8.3K)
  - Electrical stimulation and ultrasound equipment for athletics ($4.4K)
  - Seventeen student computers for PCPA lab ($27K)
  - Nine iPads & Doceri desktop software for Public Safety ($5.6K)
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Progress –

 No new activity this quarter

Look ahead

 911 location testing
 Conference Bridge training material
 Fax Server implementation
TECHNOLOGY GENERAL
PROJECTS
Technology General Projects

- 2 projects for $7.8K
  - Copier for president’s office ($6.5K)
  - HDTV display ($1.3K)
HDTV
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